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Content

First Comprehensive Reference Work on the Bible and its reception, edited by an international team of scholars from over 50 countries, all experts in their fields.

- CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2010
- Interdisciplinary and international
- Excellent resource for scholars in Biblical and Religious Studies and related fields
- Easy searching of the content via a powerful search engine
- Regular update of the online version (four times a year) offering articles that weren’t yet published in print
Content

EBR pursues a twofold task:

Rendering of the current state of knowledge

• Comprehensive and in-depth
• Origins and development of the Bible in its different canonic forms in Judaism and Christianity

Documenting the history of the Bible’s reception

• Christian churches and the Jewish Diaspora
• Islam, other religious traditions and current religious movements, Western and non-Western alike,
• literature, art, music, and film
The Search

Simple search
The simple search scans the full text.

Example: Search for “Dalai Lama”
The Search

Results list
3 entries

Select the number of results per page.

Results can be sorted by Lemma or Relevance

Items per page: 10
Sort by: Title

Buddhism
Harris, Elizabeth J.

Christology, History of
Karrer, Martin; Gleade, Benjamin; Nüssel, Friederike; Lancaster, Sarah; Kemp, Daren; Keating, Sandra; Young, Richard Fox; Brummtt, Mark

Dalai Lama
Whitton, Brady

Clicking on the title opens the document display
Dalai Lama

Brady Wharton

"Dalai Lama" is a title given to the spiritual and temporal leaders of Tibet starting with the Third Dalai Lama, Sonam Gyatso (1543–1588), and including, posthumously, the two prior leaders and those following. Tibetan Buddhists believe each Dalai Lama is part of an unbroken chain of reincarnations of the bodhisattva, Avalokiteśvara. The current Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso (b. 1935), is the fourteenth in the lineage.
The Search

Document display
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Dalai Lama

Brady Whitton

“Dalai Lama” is a title given to the spiritual and temporal leaders of Tibet starting with the Third Dalai Lama, Sonam Gyatso (1543–1588), and including, posthumously, the two prior leaders and those following. Tibetan Buddhists believe each Dalai Lama is part of an unbroken chain of reincarnations of the bodhisattva, Avalokitesvara. The current Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso (b. 1935), is the fourteenth in the lineage.

Dalai Lama’s willingness to engage Christian Scriptures reveals his tolerance and respect for non-Buddhist faiths and their texts, but with this openness he also stresses the importance of maintaining the uniqueness of the world’s religions lest we try to reduce everything and then "have nothing left to show that is distinct about our specific traditions” (Tenzin: 73).

See also

Buddhism
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The Search

Searches using the browse function
In the browse menu, all articles are listed in alphabetical order.
The Search

Advanced search

Advanced search options:

More search options...

Fewer search options...

Full Text

Dalai Lama

[+] Add row

Browse

Jump to...

Aaron

Aaron ben Elijah

Aaron ben Jeshua

Aaron ben Joseph ha-Rofe

Click here to open the advanced search options

Click here to add more options
The Search

Advanced search: Using a search criterium from the drop-down menu.

Choose from 4 search criteria:

- Title: Dalai Lama
- Number of search results
- Items per page 10
- Sort by Title
**The Search**

**Complex search:**
Combining two search criteria

Possible combinations:
- Title
- Dream
- And
- Full Text
- visual Arts

You are looking at 1-1 of 1 entries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fewer search options...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clear your search from individual search criteria

Items per page 10
Sort by Title

**Dreams and Dream Interpretation**

Zgoll, Annette; Seow, Choon-Leong, Dotha, Pieter, Poplutz, Uta, Flannery, Frances; Avery-Peck, Alan J.; Diamond, Eliezer; Dethloff, Klaus; Dörnberg, Burkhard von; Freischkowsk, Marco; Bulkeley, Kelly; Hämeen-Anttila, Jaakko; Ni, Zhange; Veldman, Ila M.; Bück, Andreas

Items per page 10
Sort by Title
Additional Database Features

Graphics, figures and plates
A number of articles include graphics, figures or plates. These appear when scrolling down to the bottom of the article.

A Christian community arose in Delphi only a century after the demise of the cult of Apollo. It was probably a diocesan town from the 5th century on, but seems to have been abandoned in the 7th century.

Clicking on the graphic opens an enlarged display.


Delphi

Rainer Hirsch-Luipold, Barbara Hirsch

Situated north of the Corinthian gulf in mainland Greece in the middle of the steep rugged mountain side of Mt. Parnassus, this Phocian city with the famous oracle and sanctuary of Apollo is a place where myth and history meet like the two mythic eagles sent out by Zeus from Mt. Olympus in opposite
Additional Database Features

Find-as-you-type display

Matching articles appear already while typing.

The same applies to the Browse function
Additional Database Features

Helpful documents
You can find further PDF documents underneath the browse menu.

Abbreviations/Transliteration
EBR Abbreviations
- Technical Abbreviations
- Abbreviations of Ancient Sources
- Abbreviations of Secondary Sources

For further abbreviations not listed here, see P. H. Alexander et al. (eds.), The EBR Handbook of Style (Amherst, Mass. 1995) §§1-5, and appendix F-H.

Search Help
EBR Online
Search
To search the database, EBR Online enter your search term(s) into the entry fields in the search form on the left hand side of the screen. Three entry fields are available, each of them is preset with a search criterion. You can select a different search criterion from the list available for each entry field. The result of your search is always an encyclopedic article.

The following search criteria are available:
- Full Text: search the full text of all articles in the database. With this search criterion you will receive a multitude of hits, because you always search through the full articles. To perform a more targeted search, please use one of the other search criteria.
- Title: with this search criterion you can search all titles of articles within EBR.
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